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BALL, CONCERT CLIMAX SOCIAL SEASON
Medal Goes To
Stephan For
Verliamp Win

Chairmen Of Final
Thirteen Seniors Florentine New
Ball Scheduled
Social
Functions
Initiated Into
Site Of Concert
For Castle Farm
Sivord & Plume
Dance W i 11 Follow,
Larry Sn1ith Pro·
vicles Te1npo

Conunittee Promises
Novel Souvenirs
To Patrons

Hotel Gibson's F 1 ore n tine
Room is the new site of the Clef
their meeting, Wednesday eve- Club Concert and Dance. Late
developments have necessitated
ning, at Mt. Airy Lodge.
the change from the hotel's Roof
Frank X. Brearton, president
· ·
"d d
Garden, Charles L. McEvoy,
chairman of the committee, statof th e organization, presi e ·
Rev. Terence
Kane, S. _J:, e.d Tuesday.
professor of ph~losophy, dehv-j The concert will begin at 8:30
ered the welcoming address.
o'clock, and the dance will folThose who were initiated in- low. Music for the dancers will
elude: Paul M. Kelly, president be furnished by Larry Smith
of the graduating class; Frank and his orchestra. Admission
S. Kucia; Robert E. Cummins; remains at fifty cents.
Albert A. Stephan, president of
Included on the program by
the Student Council; Vincent H. the choristers will be "The
Beckman; John E. Fogarty; Vin- Sword of Ferrara," "Ave Maria,"
cent E. Smith; Edward J. Ken- the College Medley, and "Jesu
nedy, Jr.; G. Dan Bruch; Wil- Dulcis." The quartet of Jack
liam R. Russ; John F. O'Connor; Shack, Thomas Harper, Donald
Charles L. McEvoy; H. Frederic Moore, and Robert Lampe will
Nebel, former captain of the give a rendition of "The Mullifootball squad.
gan Musketeers." Among the
selections by Thomas Gorman,
baritone soloist of the_ group,
will be "Shortnin' Bread," and
"Xa:vier Chimes."
.
. . _ __ . " . _ . V~ll.a_ Ma!ion,na. Acade_my.... :w.il).
be tl~e. scene of the on~y other
remammg concert on this year's
---schedule, president Jack Shack
At the review of the Battalion announced Monday. Hopes, howdm,ing Spring Inspection Tues- ever, for a pair of radio appearday, Cadet Sergeant Edward B .. ances over WLW and WCKY are
Krekeler was awarded the silver still alive.
medal for presenting the best
May 23 has been designated as
appearance in the Corps.
the night for the election of ofThe medal was presented by ficers for the club's 1938-39 seaColonel T. P. Barnard, inspect- son. '.!'he voting will take place
ing officer, who was assisted by at the Union House.
CHARLES L. McEVOY
Rev. Dennis F. · Burns, S. J., - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - president of Xavier University,
Major A. M. Harper, P. M. S.
and T., and Maj. William C. Coffin, Commander, The Military
Order of the World War, Maj.
Cameron H. Sanders, Engr., Res.,
representing the National De- Speakers For· Exercises cording to information from Rev.
Edward Carrigan, S. J., dean of
fense Council.
the College of Arts and Sciences.
June 8 ·Will Be
Cadet Captain William J. RielThe name of the valedictorian
ly was decorated by Capt. John
Named, Later
was not announced ..
S. Gulledge, A. C.-Res., with the
The principle speaker has not
medal presented by the Reserve
Officers Association for the miliCommencement Exer~ises this yet been named nor has the pertary student "manifesting super- year will be held on June 8 in son who will deliver the invoior military qualities."
the Memorial Field House, ac- cation.
Baccalaureate Service will be
held at St. Xavier Church on
Sunday, June 5, and solemn
Resolutions Of Catholic Press Conclave:
Benediction of the Blessed SacWhereas, a deep-rooted crisis in religion and morality
rament will follow the ceremony.
confronts the student world, and
Rev. Joseph A. Walsh, S. J., an
Whereas, the instruments of public opinion have negalumnus of the class of 1909, will
lected their duty of promulgating objective truth and have,
deliver the address. Fa the r
moreover, in many cases, adopted a policy of bias, bigotry,
Walsh, who judged the Washand falsification .in regard to the fundamental principles in the
ington Oratorical contest held
world-wide threat to civilization. and
last February now is professor
Whereas, public opinion has been deliberateLy misinformed
of classical languages at the
about the issues of the war now raging between Communism
Milford Division of the Univerand religion in Spain. and,
sity.
,
Whereas, Americans have been maneuvered into the beThe band will escort the seniors
lief that all opposition to Communism is Fascist and that Comin the traditional academic procession from Hinkle Hall to the
munism is a form of democracy, and,
.
Field House on the night of comWhereas, Communism, in its attempts to bore from withmencement. The Invocation will
in, has taken the form of organizations disguised by false and
be followed by the valedictormisleading names, and
ian's address, the awarding of
Whereas, many of these organizations, masked under indiplomas, and special prizes, and
viting names like peace and democracy are promotin·g a policy
the Commencement Address.
of so-called "collective security" that is calculated to foment
Medals to be awarded are: The
an American war, and
·
Howard N. Ragland Latin Medal
Whereas, Communism is imposing itself upon labor orto Vincent E. Smith; the Alumganizations in the form of leadership which is either openliy
\
nae Association English Medal to
(Contmued on Page 2)
- (Continued on Page· 8).

Cocoanut Grove, the indoor
dance pavillion, of Castle Farm
has been definitely assigned as
the· site of the Senior Ball, John
J. Stermer, committee chairman,
asserted Monday.
This arrangement was made
made because of the probability
of having inclement weather
that evening, said Stermer.
The Senior Ball committee has
promised novel souvenirs for the
dance. They will be unique in
the tradition of ~avier Senior
Balls.
Buster Locke and his orchestra are to provide the music for
dancing. Locke -is known to Xavier students by his engagements
at the Gibson Rathskeller and
La Normandie.
Stermer will escort Miss Jean-.
ette Klosterman, senior of Mount
St. Joseph On-the-Ohio College;
Paul M. Kelly, senior class pres"'.
ident will' escort Mi.ss Peggy Sebastiani; Clifford J. Strohofer,
arts senior, will escort Miss Katherine Janszen, Mount St. Joseph
senior; Miss Ruth Flege, graduate of Mount Notre Dame Academy, Reading will be escorted by H. Frederic Nebel,
arts senior: Robert J. Lampe,
arts senior, will be with Miss
Betty Lee Neimeyer; George E.
Overbeck, arts senior, will escort
Miss Adele Rielly.
All faculty members have
been invited to chaperone the
affair. Mrs. C. A. McGrath, bursar, will be accompanied by Dr.
Edward McGrath; Mr. and Mrs;
Raymond J. Fellinger will attend; Mr. Edward P. VonderHaar, publicity director, and Mr.
Charles F. Wheeler, Assistant
English professor, will likewise
chaperone the dance.
Tickets for the Ball can be obtained from any committeeman
at two dollars. The committee
consists of Overbeck, Strohofer,
Nebel, Lampe, Kelly and Stermer.

Graduate Fraternity
Meets At Lodge
J.A.Brink Gives Verdict:-..---------Thirteen seniors were inductF~r Encounter On·
ed into the Sword and Plume,
honorary graduate fraternity, at
NLRB Question
Alb~rt A. Stephan, arts senior,
was judged best debater in the
97th renewal of the Verkamp
Debate held in the Library
building on Friday, May 13.
The question debated was Resolved: That the National Labor
Relations Board be empowered
to enforce compulsory arbitration. in all Industrial Labor disputes. John A. Brink, Cincinnati lawyer and Xavier alumnus
of '34, acted as critic judge.
Al Stephan is president of the
Student Council, member of the
Philopedian Society and varsity
debating team, former sports
editor of the News, and was a
participant in the Washington
Oratorical Contest, this year.
The participants in the Verkamp Debate were selected in
the preliminaries held earlier in
the month, and. these. men. were
formed into two teams. The affirmative side composed of William J. Rielly, arts junior, G.
Dan Bruch, arts senior, and Stephan, was given the decision. On
the negative side were Vincent
H. Beckman, arts senior, Edward
J. Kennedy, a:vts senior, and
Vincent E. Smith, arts senior.
The Verkamp Debate is sponsored by the Poland Philopedian
(Continued on Page 8)

Former Xavier
Principal Dies
,Father Diersen Gave
Retreat Here
Year Ago
Rev. Aloysius J. Diersen, S. J.,
former principal of St. Xavier
High School, died at Detroit
Monday, where he had been
dean of men for a year. He was
the fourth principal of the school
to have died in the last eight
years.
He conducted a retreat at the
·university several · years ago.
Father Diersen was principal
of the downtown high school in
1931 and 1932, and- in the following year was appointed president of the Jesuit Community
at Seventh and Sycamore Streets.
He retained this position until a
year ago, when the Rev. Celestine J. Steiner, S. J., was appointed to the presidency.
A native of Cleveland, Father
Diersen received his bachelor degree at John Carroll University
iri that city before entering the
Jesuit novitiate. Before coming
to Cincinnati he had served as
principal of Campion Preparatory School,' Prairie du Chien,
Wis., and at the Sioux .Indian
School, Pine Ridge S. D.

T·

Best Appearance
Medal Awarded
To Sgt. l{rekeler

Field House Scene Of 1938
Commencement .Ceremonies

.

Palace Hotel Site
Of Lecture Club
Banquet, June 2
A banquet at the Palace Hotel,
Thursday, June 2, will conclude
the activities of the Dante Club.
This banquet will also mark the
occasion for the election of officers to this society for next year.
The club recently completed
its current series of iectures at
Our Lady of Mercy Academy,
Freeman Avenue. "The Crusades" was the topic of the lecture. William H. Russ, Paul J.
Geers, and .Donald G. Middendorf were the speakers.
Officers to be elected are a
president and a business manager. William H. Russ and Donald G. Middendorf now hold
these offices,
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Journalists Inspired To Catholic Action At Conference
·265 Denounce Allies Of
Communi~m-Support

Resolutions Of Catholic Press Conclave:
(Continued from Page 1)
or in spirit dedicated to the principles of Red Russia, and

High Moral Values

Whereas, the stage and cinema have abetted neo-paganism by productions that offend against morality and taste,
Inspired by an imposing array
BE IT RESOLVED, that we, the delegates to the q_incinof speakers who dealt with al- . nati Catholic School Press Conference, representing the student bodies of Catholic high schools and colleges within a ramost every aspect of the modern
dius
of 150 miles of Cincinnati, firmLy committed to the etersocial problem, 265 Catholic high
nal
and
unchangeable truth of the Catholic Church and staunch
school and college journalists
advocates of Catholic Action, being met in convention at the
within 150-mile radius of CinCollege of Mt. St. Joseph-on-th-Ohio, on Saturday, May 14,
cinnati Tededicated themselves
1938, emphatically condemn the so-called Loyalists of Spain
to the principles of Catholic Acand espouse the cause of General Franco as the defender of
tion last Saturday at .the first
the Spanish people from Communism, and,
conference, sponsored by the
BE IT RESOLVED, that we favor the full enlightenment
three Catholic colleges of Cinof public opinion on the question of the Spanish Civil War so
cinnati at the College of Mt. St.
that the sympathy of all Americans may bet with the campaign
Joseph-on-the-Ohio.
of General Franco against Communism and Atheism, in Spain,
The American Student Union,
and
the American League for Peace
BE IT RESOLVED, that we make every effort, as defendand Democracy, and the North
ers of truth, to bring Americans to a correct understanding of
American Committee to Aid
the words Communism, fascism; democracy, so that our nation
Spanish Democracy were debe mobilized to the fullest of its powers against the tactics of
nouced as "allies of Commun-·
Communsm, and
ism" and full support was pledgs- 1
BE IT RESOLVED, that we oppose with positive Catholic
ed to the restoration of mora1
Truth all subversive doctrines and condemn as allies of Comvalues in the eight resolution
munism the American League for Peace and Democracy, the
read at the closing session 'by
American Student Union, the North American Committee to
Vincent E. Smith, chairman of
Aid Spanish Democracy, and all other un-American groups
the resolutions committee. Among
which are masked under deceptive names, and
the outstanding speakers on _the
BE IT RESOLVED, that we favor as opposed to war the
day's program were the Most
gospel of peace, good-wm, and humrm brotherhood which
Rev. George J. Rehring, S.T.D.,
the Church has ever promoted and which offer the only feaauxiliary bishop of Cincinnati,
sible means of maintaining peace, cind
wlho officiated at the mass and
BE IT RESOLVED, that we heartily endorse all moveaddressed the openmg convocaments to rid labor organizations of Communism, and urge that
tion, Miss Aileen O'Brien, daughevery effort be made to guide both capital and labor accordter of a former· Minister to Boing to eternal principals as laid down in Rerum Novarum
livia, who has traveled widely in
and Quadragsima Anno. and
Nationalist Spain since 1936, and
BE IT RESOLVED, that we extend the fullest of our coJ. L. O'Sullivan, dean of the
operation to the Legion of Decency in restoring moral values
school of journalism at Ma·rquette
to our mediums of entertainment and urge as well a vigorous
university and president of the
support of movements agai·nst salacious literature, and
Catholic School Press AssociaBE IT FURTHER AND FINALLY RESOLVED, that a
tion.
positive Catholic program shall ever be stressed as oppo_~ed
OJ.Jening Speech
to cultures which deny morality and religion and that the
After the · opening mass, Rev
apostolate of the student press, invoking the blessings of AlAlbin H. Raterman, associate
mighty God and co-operating with the hierarchy in its coneditor of the Catholic Telegraphcrete vehicles of Catholic Action, shall dedicate itself with a
Register, preaching on the topic
firm and uncompromising vigor to the preservation of our
"Catholic Action Challenges the
society from the materialism that confronts it, thus to sp1·ead
Student Press," urged a personal
the timeless and unchangeable gospel of the Church.

I

I

devotion to Christ and love of
ne'ighbor as primary principles of
Catholic Action, and emphasizing
docilty to the Church, cautioned
the delegates to be uncompromising, to tone down nothing. "Truth
is not your property," he said.
"You may not compromise it."
Decrying the forces of neo-paganism, Father Raterman pointed
to the Catholic press as the heavy
artillery of the Catholic Church
and stressed the need for bringing it to bear upon -modern sys~
terns of materialism.
·Bishop Rehring .spoke at the
.first convocation in the college
auditorium at which Miss Virginia Beck, general chairman of
the convention committee and
editor of the Seton Journal, "allAmerica'~ publication at Mount
Corona, dean of Mt. St. Joseph,
St. Joseph, presided. Sister Maria
and Sister Margaret Agnes, moderator of the Seton Journal, had
previously addressed the dele~
gates.
Press Important Weapon
"The press is an important
weapon in the spread of truth
and the defense of it," Bishop
Rehring said. "All who aspire
to write should properly inform
themselves. Those who wish to
be Catholic journalists should
learn thoroughly the position of
the Church in all matters.
"This does not mean that there
is not a field for opinion," .the
Bishop said, "But all matters do
not fall within the realm of
opinion. Our biggest problem is
with those who think that
everything is a matter of opinion.. Much opinion has been expressed on the subject of divorce,
b4t such a matter is entirely outside the realm of opinion. A
Catholic journalist should know

'---------------~----·-.....- - - - - - - Catholic doctrine thoroughly."
Introduced by John J. Bruder,
editor of The Xavier University
News, Dean O'Sullivan addressed
the delegates on the topic "Interpretative Journalism."
Mistaken Idea
"There is a mistaken notion,"
he said, "that the Catholic press
should confine its· news columns
merely to presentations of fact.
This is not the practice with the
secular newspapers. Both individual papers and -syndicates,
chiefly Scripps-Howard, are many
times guilty of subtle and open
attacks on Catholic teaching."
Dean O'Sullivan singled out as
salient examples of distorted fact
the statements appearing in
American newspapers that the
Jesuits of Spairi were inordinately rich, owned railroads, shipping
lines, and public utilities. "The
New York Evening Post some
time ago in its attack upon the
Church of Spain decried the Jesuits as millionaires, saying in the
most derogatory sort of way that
-the order owned 30-million dollars worth of property. The single individual who owned the
paper had as much wealth as the
entire Jesuit order in Spain."
Proves By Facts
Citing facts to prove the hostility of the American press toward the Church in Spain, Dean
O'Sullivan urged Catholics to
propagandize in behalf of the
truth. "If our columns are to be
merely factual, we are overlooking valuable opportunities," he
said.
The Catholic press, Mr. O'Sullivan, pointed out, exists to
spread Catholic truth, promote
Catholic activity, and_ take part

in apostolic work, Truth must be
tempered with charity, he added.
Miss O'Brien, a 24-year old
graduate of the University of
.Fribourg, Switzerland, was a
"surprise" speaker at the convention and appeared on the pro.gram under the auspices of the
Very. Rev. Msgr'. .Edward A.
Frekm~, S.T.D., editor. of The
Catholic Telegraph-R~g1ster and
also a graduate of Fnbourg.
Monsignor Freking relinquished his time on the speakers program to Miss O'Brien. He introduced her to the general convocation.
"The world today is dominated
by a press that doesn't know
anything and doesn't want to
know," she said. "I have been
in Spain; I know what is going
on; I laugh at the facts presented
in the papers.
Spanii.h War Crusade
"The Spanish War is a crusade, a war for the Catholic
faith. Spain is fighting to preserve Western civilization and
Christianity against its third
great threat of history. "The
first was the Morish invasion, the
second the Turkish invasion, the
third is the Communist invasion.
"People in New York, London,
and Paris stand aghast when a
bomb is dropped near the Prado
Museum because a Velasquez
painting is endangered, but they
sit supinely by when the whole
culture which inspired that Velasquez and all other works of
beauty in Spain stands at the
brink of complete annihilation.
"The governments of Spain
since 1836 have waged a constant
war against the country's traditional Catholic culture, and it is

for a restoration of this culture
that the people have taken up
arms in so-recalled rev o 1 t.
Franco declared war against
anarchy, murder, church-bombings, riots, strikes."
Miss O'Brien pointed out that
Barcelona was bombed because
it contained military objectives.

Doyle, Ohio State Representative,
and Brother Thomas Dolan, S.M.,
moderator, The Plume, Purcell
High School.
The 265 delegates represented
the following institutions: Central Catholic High School, Spring~
field; Covington Catholic High
School; Chaminade High School,
Dayton; Elder High School; Holy
Family ·High School, Ashland,
Ky.; Mercy Hospital, Hamilton;
Mt. Notre Dame, Reading; Mt.
St. Joseph College and Academy;
Mother of Mercy Academy.
Nazareth Junior College, Naz(Continued On Page 5)

To Counteract Propaganda
Speaking a_t the closing banquet at which Miss Margaret
Whitehead presided, Robert L.
Otto, Cincinnati newspaperman
and journalism instructor at Our
Lady of Cincinnati college and
Javier university, urged that ~=========;;:;;;;;;:;;;::;:;
Catholic students counteract the
anti-Catholic propaganda in the
secular newspapers. He pointed
Men's 35c Lisle and Rayon
to instances of vicious anti-Catholic bias and urged that the delegates use their resources to bring
public opinion to an understanding of· the truth.
Approved by the Most Rev.
John T. McNicholas, O.P., S.'l'.M.,
Archbishop of Cincinnati, the
conference was sponsored by
Mount St. Joseph, Our Lady of
Cincinnati, and Xavier. It is expected that the meeting will become an annual event.
Panel Discussions

Panel discussions throughout
the day were led by Rev. Hyacinth Blocker, O.F.M., editor, St.
Anthony Messenger; Rev. Arthur
Froehle, managing editor, The
Catholic Telegraph-Register; J.
L. O'Sullivan, dean, Marquette
University School of Journalism;
Vincent E. $mith, president, Jesuit College Newspaper Association; Murray Paddack, vicepresident, The Public Policy
League; Rev. Celestine J. Steiner, S.J., president, St. Xavier
High School; Rev. Raymond J.
Gray, S.J., professor of history,
Xavier University; Edmund D.
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Prospect For Employment Seems Far From
Encouraging For College Grad; Scribe Avers
Many Of Senior Class
Will Enter Ranks Of
Business Men
BY C. F. HOLLEY
When the present crop of Xavier seniors, becapped and begowned, march up, one by one,
to receive their diplomas in the
ninety-seventh annual commencement exercises of the University,
they will be facing a new epoch
in their lives. To those whose
education, in its formal phase,
ends when they leave'these portals of learning, their diplomas
constitute a passport to a new
life, the course of which is not
visibly mapped out like the days
of the school year.
More Difficult Task
For the most part, they will
be putting away their textbooks
and notebooks, their ·cleated
shoes and basketball trunks,
their letters and numerals for
the sterner task of earning a livlihood. · They will be tryill_g to
capitalize on their knowledge of
mathematics, science, languages,
history, economics, etc. in their
services for cash. To what extent their education will aid
them in attaining a good position
or a fine salary is problematical
and rests with the individual and
the circumstances.
The outlook for . this year's

senior, we are told, is far from
bright as regards earning a living. Business stagnant in most
lines, stock market jittery, the
political and economic world
disturbed, a so-called Recession
in progress, with its breadlines
lengthening, payrolls shrinking
and shortening, and opportunities for employment dwiridlingthe picture of the immediate future is dismal.
Whether the
horizon looks darker for the
graduates this year than it did
during the. early depression years
of 1931 and 1932 is a moot question. Certainly, the sun of prosperity was overcast with storm
clouds then, even as today.
Just what chance is there for
this year's graduate to land a
job? One authority predicts that
only three out of five will be· absorbed by industry and business.
The other two, he says, a bit
gloomily, will be forced to join
the swelling ranks of the unemployed.
Exceedingly Remote
Be that as it may, the chance
of securing a hundred-dollar-aweek position is exceedingly remote. The members of the class
of 1938, from all appearances,
will have to content themselves
with a figure far below that as
remuneration for their services.
Just what do the seniors at
Xavier intend to do when June
sees them leave for good the

wild Science Hall with its
"steps"; the library wherein they
were wont to study or snooze;
the chapel in which they worshipped; the athletic fields and
the Field House, scenes of heroic
combat; the Union House with
its gastronomical and recreational facilities; and, lastly, the classrooms and laboratories where
they wrestled with mental problems and absor'..>ed knowledge?
Majority Businessmen
By far the largest group expect to enter the ranks of business.
Some 35% have listed
business as their life work. These
include future brokers, .roofing
contractors, florists, morticians,
restauranteurs, besides business
executiyes in the making. Some
of them we hope, will make big
names for themselves in the
world of dollars and cents.
The legal traditions of Xavier
will be amply upheld if the 13 %
who intend to take up law as
their profession succeed in their
efforts.
Three or four years
hence should see a number of
Xavier grads joining the large
number of ·xavierites prominent
in that honorable profession.
Another 9% will enter medical
school. in September with the
firm foundation laid by the premedic department here. A few
years remain before they will
hang out their shingle in an ef,
(Continued on Page 7)
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of machines parked on Herald Avenue Monday morning.
Asked by one of the students
what was. the purpose of his
marking, the policeman replied in
true, flippant, cop - fas h ion:
"There's no trouble now, but
you'll find out."
Hereafter, students were informed via the bulletin board,
that their cars are limited to six
hour parking. Legal basis is a
city ordinance that cars are allowed to park only six hours on
any street.
The new enforcement of he
measure will probably not have
any immediate effect on students
having cars. Most of these students use their machines during
the ~uncheon period.
The writer wonders whether
the .officials at City Hall have
just been awakened to the fact
that the ordinance is in their
statutes. Or, did someone have
an especial grudge against Xavier students?
Joe car Owner.

the
readerwrites

---------------'
Editor, The News:
Standing in front of the fieldhouse recently, I looked across
Victory Parkway and admired
the excellent appearing exterior
of our buildings.
My admiring glances swept
back and forth several times before I suddenly realized that nowhere on the school grounds
could be seen an American Flag.
Without assuming to be a fanatical Americanist I do think
every school in the United
States, at least the colleges
should let "Old Glory" sway in
the breeze at some conspicuous
spot on its campus. After all,
no country in the world offers
its citizens as many educational
advantages as does ours.
Even though Xavier is a private institution of learning, I
believe, especially in view of the
fact that we have an ROTC unit,
the nude flag pole at the corner
of Dana Avenue and the Parkway should be given a "topper."
'
Louis B. Jurgens.

Mistaken Identity!

Editor, the News:
It seems that Cincinnati policemen have become active. One of
the "blue coats" was marking

That the tefophone as an instrument of communication
can prove faulty was shown
by the announcement in the
newspaper of the Xavier Clef
Club Concert which was heard
over WKRC. The radio pr.Ogram for Saturday, May 14,
at 10:30 p. m., as it appeared
in the Enquirer read: Save
Your Clef Club.

"I've always thought
that cigarettes were
more or less alike, Mr.
Sharpe. What's your
slant on that point?"

Engineer
~ob Sharpe,
of the 20th Century
Limited, gives
his slant on the
question asked by
Russell Thompson:

"Are all
cigarettes alike?"

(abot1e, left) IN THE CAB of the big "J-3" that hauls the
New York Central's 20th Century Limited. (abot1e, right)
Russell Thompson asks Engineer Bob Sharpe about
the difference between Camels and other cigarettes.

More and more, one smoker tells another: "Camelsagree with me!" Experienced smokers know Camels
are the cigarette made from finer, MORE EXPEN·
SIVE TOBACCOS-Turkish and Domestic.

ON

THE

AIR

MONDAY

"All cigarettes alike ?Not on your life,Mr.Thomp·
son. There's'a long list of differences in Camelsextra-mildness-natural taste-the greater pleas•
ure I get- the fact that Camels don't give me
jittery nerves. I've been smoking Camels over 20
years. And I've found that Camels agree with me
- in many ways. From what I see, most of the
boys in railroading are pretty much of the same
opinion. Camels set me right!"

NIGHTS

E·D·D·l-E C-A·N-T·O·R
America's great fun·maker and personality
brought to you by Camel cigarettes, over
Columbia Network. See the radio listing in
your local newspaper for the correct time.
ON THE AIR TUESDAY NIGHTS

"SKEET SHOOTERS," says S.
Odis Walding, National All·
Gauge Champion, "watch their
nerves. It's Camels for me all
tbs way-Camels agree with me."

MOZELLE HUBBARD, cashier of
a noted Hollywood restaurant,
says: "Camels taste differentricher, but milder. Camels agree
with me from every angle."

BENNY GOODMAN
I;Iear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to
town." Every Tuesday at 8:30 pm E. S.T. (9:30
pm E.D.S.T.), 7:30 pm C. S.T., 6:30 pm M. S.T.,
5:30 pm P. S.T., over Columbia Network.

Camels are a
matchless blend
of finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE
/TOBACCOS
- Turkish and
Domestic
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. XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
Published weekly during the school
year by the students of Xavier
University from their offices in Room
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the good will of his projected government by removing the embargo that is
now in force against the helpless and
hopeless Communist regime at Barcelona.
']hat Secretary Hull is committed to retain our neutrality is an encouragement
to world peace.

scarcely a c:floic:e-

STRICTLY
SPEAKING
By
VINCENT E. SMITH

A

Brazil were the same as in Italy, there
were no privately owned coffee fortunes.
Corporntism, when applied to Fascism,
is more than a mere trapping; it is a vital,
constituent part. Vargas could not embrace the corporatism d'etat of Fascism
and still reject, as Mr. Hessler intimated,
the main tenets of Fascism. He could not
be a dictator with an iron rule and allow
wealthy coffee fortunes to private ownership.
Mr. Hesler's persistent refusal to recog- ,
nize the error of his ways stamps him as
i;omething of ·a tyrannical dictator hi!llself. Perhaps he ought to hire a logician
to read his copy.

PERUSAL o.f the editorials which THE NEWSPAPERS which called Fascappeared Saturday in the local dailist the government of Getulio Vargas
IU!PR:&BltNT&D POA NATIONAL. AOV&RTl91NCJ av
ies, treating of City· Manager Sherrill's in Brazil when it came to power six
action against the showing of a part of months ago are putting on a very amusNational Advertising Service, Inc.
Coll•t• Pu611•/i.,.. R1~r111nta1lv1
the film "The Birth of a Baby" gave the ing s~ow in explaining the genuinely
420 MAPISON Avtr..
NEW YORK, N. Y.
public an opportunity to choose between Fascist insurrection that occurred last
CHICAGO • BOITOll • LOS ANGILl!I • SAM l'RAffCllCO
two contrasted judgments on the press- week. If the revolt was Fascist, it loging topic of mass education in the in- ically follows that Vargas was hostile to
tricacies of child birth.
Fascism or at least that he was not, as
From the Post we derive the following the press tagged him last fall, a Fascist
information: "By what authority does dictator.
BY JOHN FOGARTY·
J
City Manager Sherrill tell the people of
Mr. Hessler in particular has been
Cincinnati that they cannot see all or clowning around as he usually does when ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . :
part of the film, The Birth of a Baby? snared by his own contradictions. Vargas
We've time to sing just one song,
The author explains further that Mr. adopted some of Fascism's ideals, he
And that's to be our swan song;
Sherrill's action was unwarranted, that says, but in the main he followed the
So let's have no 'Phews!'
19J7
1'.iember
1938
censorship is a dangerous power for any- pattern of the Brazilian tradition. If this
As we write our last adieus.
one or any group to possess in a democ- be true and Vargas be· what he was call- AS we sat down to write this b~t, there
J:\ssocialed Colle5iale Press
racy. He fears that if it is used today to ed, a Fascist dictator, then Fascism exloomed out of the cigarette smoke, a
control the theatre it may be used to- isted in Brazil long before Mussolini ever face-a composite of the features of all
All-American 1937-38
morrow upon newspapers and in the was born. It is, then, a Brazilian tradithe editors this sheet has had since our
public forum. He wants a minimum of tion.
freshman year; you can imagine what a
Editor ............................................ JOHN J. BRUDER iinterference to continue, and to grow
As usual with all "Fascist" maneuvers mess that was. Thinking it was only a
Business l\Ianager ........ ROGER J. 1\[cDERMOTT less instead of greater. A fitting conclu- in foreign nations, the blame is immeghost warming up for the exam hunting
sion to his article is: Away with censor- diately fixed on Germany and Italy. season, we said, "Hi'y bud," and kept on
ELllIER J. GRUBER
llfannglng Editors .... { CYRIL WEDDING
ship!"
Merely because a number of native em- writing. But we were mistaken, for the
ROBERT G. KISSEL
Nows Editors ···········•· { RUTH ZA'.l'F
We wonder what editor today has a ployees in a German bank were arrested face said: "Wait a minute, punk. Do you
Feature Editor .................... Wlll, J. F. ROLL, Jn. free hand, is permitted to print without by the Vargas regime, the press accused realize
that after this issue you're
Sparta Editor .................................. JACK l\IACKEY restraint, without some form of censor- Hitler of sedition in North America, not through, washed up, fitlished? Yeah, it's
Ass•t. Sports Editor ...................... BOD CUlllllllNS ship,
whatsoever forms his ·personal thinking that Der Fuerher's European your last attempt so see if you can't
OLARENCE F. HOLLEY op1mons; even in the liberal democracy troubles and the -hopelessly outnumbered come closer this trip. You thought you
EDITORIAI,
,JACI{ A. JONES
of the United States under the banner of Germans in Brazil for whom he was re- wrote pretty hot stuff in your freshman
STAFF WRITERS { FRANK L. LUKEN
JOBEI>J[ KLOPP
freedom of speech. The Supreme Court fused autonomy some weeks ago could year, didn't you- and even hotter in
Ass't. Business
{ JACK SCHUH
of the United States has yet to define not inspire even the faintest hope of suc- your sophomore year, and when you were
lllnnngers ...................... JACI{ l\IOSER
Reporters-lrl'ln H. Beumer, Francis P. Burke, adequately what is meant by the phrase: cess. This week an Italian was arrested a junior .•. ! ! But now, heh, heh, now
Agnes Gelger. Alexander \V. Heck, freedom of speech.
in Rio de Janeiro, and Mussolini was you know you're lousy don't you? So
Lawrence Holm, Louis B. Jurgens,
Carolyn Kloeker, Robert Koch, John
From the Cincinnati Times-Stra we read taken to task for inspiring the coup. The do your worst brother, 'cause this is the
E, Smith, Richard Weingartner, Robin ·a somewhat different vein: "It seems to press apparently does not remembei- that last time you'll ever soil an editorial
ert \\'oerner.
us that the admittedly high-minded peo- when the Italian aviators visited Rio last page for dear old Xavier U." After that
ple who are back of the movie, 'The fall, it branded the trip as a good will pep talk we spat on both index fingers,
THURSDAY, MAY 19, 1938
Birth of a Baby' are a little too strong gesture .to the Vargas regime and alleged crouched over the typewriter, and this
in their demand that that movie be shown that a union of two Fascist powers was is what came out: Vince Be1;kman had
student actionin Cincinnati without any deletions what- likely. This. was merely a development Monica in the audience to watch him go
soever.
The writer rightly affirms that of bhe fiction that Vargas -was a Fascist through his paces in the Verkamp debate
THE EFFICIENT way in which the press
because he make several changes in the Friday. After whfoh 'twas the ROTC
conference was implemented last Sat- there: are many functions of the human
Rio government and gave Brazil an dance at the Alms, where the military
body
with
which
men
and
women
ought
urday was a mute eulogy of spirited coefficient administration that· defied the boys really turned it on. That Verkamp
operation among more than half the stu- to be familiar; but that the work of eduold •order in which the rich coffee grow- debate was a real slick affair, although
cation
does
not
belong
to
the
movies,
the
dent body at Mount St. Joseph college.
ers were allowed complete control.
you'd never guess it from the attendance.
'Dheir exceptional response to the leader- radio, or a newspaper of general circulation."
ship o~ the convention was truly an inTHE same commentator, who is losing It's.not every day you can see Bill Rielly
We think it unnecessary to .point out
spirational supplement to the stimulating
prestige with each succeeding Sunday give a speech; but if you want a rough
that the acceptance of the one account and who is notorious for branding Fasc- idea of his technique just imagine a.
program of the day.
might lead to the furtherance of this ist every movement which does not have combination of Huey Long and one of the
The kid's sensational!
variety of "education"; whereas the a tinge of Communism,' seems to have Ritz brothers.
the arms embargoMurray
recently
stated that more than
other appeals to the logical mind which reached the end of his string. Time alone
ITH A FRANCO victory now inevit- realizes tha:t rthe picture is stili educa- can· discredit su~h a person. Now that anything else, he likes Alberta and hamThe
·able and with the Barcelona govern- tional with the objectionable parts de- he sees himself contradicted by his own burgers - especially hamburgers.
Senior
Ball
is
upon
us,
and
the
boys
who
ment so badly beaten that it doubtless .Ieted.
deliberate lies, it is unthinkable that he
could not rally even when abetted by our
can have face enough to pose as an ob- don't attend have only themselves to
blame. The records show that the Ball
jective writer.
passive aid, it would be silly diplomacy mr. milquetoast, why nottfor us to lift our arms embargo '1gainst
Brazil, he says, "has been an undis- runs just abou( even with the Pow-Wow
Spain, and Secretary Hull, with characUR Constitution proclaims that guised dictatorship under the iron rule dance, as far as that old fire and spirit
•teristic wisdom, has re-affirmed Amerspeech is free, but American radio of President Getulio Vargas~a dictator- are concerned-which means that things
ica's neutrality policy.
broadcasting <:ompanies think differently. ship with some Fascist trappings such as really get rocking. The last time the Ball
That a Franco triumph is only a mat- They charge for it-and collect. The the corporative idea." He •apparently was held at Castle Farm ('36), we spent
ter of time is admitted by every observ- pay, of course, comes from the advertis- means. that Vargas nationalized the op- the major part of the evening leading the
er except those who from the onset of ers; ~ut. in the end, ~he radio listener is eration of •big business as did Mussolini 'blind.'
Last Saturday the Catholic Press Conin Italy; for the corporative state, as in
the revolt have refused to be objective the v1cbm to a certain extent.
vention
came off at Mt. St. J. on the o.
and who have insisted that the war is ~- Large companies and manufacturers Portugal, may spring from the will of the
And quite an affair •twas too. It started
mere struggle between Fascism and de- •are willing to pay as much as $300 a people into something entirely alien to
at 9:30, from which time 'till 12:30 Commocracy in Spain. They have refused to minute for the privilege of advertising Fascism. Corporatism, in other words, is
munism was condemned-then we had
not
a
synonym
for
Fascism.
It
may
be
see the facts as they are, that the events their wares on the radio in the hope that
sandwiches, coffee, and fruit. At about
in Spain are the re-enactment of that we are listening. At this price, advertis- something entirely different.
1:30 we started condemning Communism
But
granted
that
Vargas
had
the
supimportant drama more than a century ers expect to reach potential customers
again, and kept it up until 5:30, when we
and a half ago when George Washington, f.rom the Atlantic to the Pacific. At $6 a port of big business in Brazil as did Mushad chicken, potatoes, peas, etc. After
solini
in
Italy,
how
can
Mr.
Hessler
afbacked by an .army of freedom-loving minute they are happy if the listeners
that, another condemnation of Communpeople, asserted independence from the are no farther away than the receiving firm that the plot last week was inspired
ism was slipped in, just a quicJde, and
by
"some
of
Brazil's
middle
class
and
the
oppression of Great· Britain and estab- area of the station from which the broadextremely wealthy coffee fortunes?" If all went home co~demning the weather,
lished the traditional liberties that we in cast is made.
just to show a change of pace. This SunAmerica so highly prize.
The· manufacturers, of course, expect a corporatism d'etat existed under Vargas day we throw open the doors of the uni·
If America should have chosen to par- corresponding increase in their sales to and his ideals were so kindred to Mus- versity for visitors-be sure to point out
ticipate in the Spanish War, the State de- pay for the tremendous cost of advertis- solini's that the two could be bracketed our snappy smoking room-the steps
partment, remembering the dim _rays of ing through the medium of the radio. together, how could the wealthy even de- 'neath Science Hall. The gals at 0. L. c.
the American revolution and the tl'adi- This assumption is made in a somewhat sire an insurrection against the govern- have the right system; admittance to
tional American sympathy for those who passive mood. In an active campaign, ment, much less have enough liberty to their Prom (May 27) goes with the tuiare fighting for their freedom, should junior listeners are urged to ask mother carry it through? Mussolini was the tion. Then there's the Mount's tea dance
have declared itself in favor of Franco, to buy more Wheaties in order .to keep product of big business, and his first ac- and Junior-Senior dance; all the boys
the twentieth-century George Washing- Orphan Annie on the air. Grown-up lis- tion was to clamp down on all of its lib~ should see action on one of these fronts.
ton. of Spain. But it ·would be a danger- teners, particularly the Mr. Milquetoasts erties to re-organize the Italian economic Before we leave we'd like to congratulate
coffee
ous precedent to abandon our neutral among us, are made to feel that the privi- system. If Vargas did likewise,
Freddie Nebel, the peerless pivotman,
stand, and hence our official sympathies lege of listening to the program should fortunes in Brazil would not have had upon his patience with the sometimes
cannot reside with either of the Spanish be earned through the pu;chase of the enough freedom to act.
nasty remarks, printed over a period of
belligerents, alth~mgh Secretary Hull -qn- manufacturers' product.
VARGAS was called many contra- years, about his homely, but kindly, per·
doubtedly erred some weeks ago when he
Would it be too surprising to find that
dictory names by the Enquirer com- son. And that just about finishes our
protested against Barcelona's bombing in the near future we shall be expected mentator. He was called a Fascist and' business at this stand. If you should
having failed to denounce similar "Loy- to submit cartons or wrappers proving an enemy of .Fascism, a friend of big smell something burning within the next
alist" attacks earlier in the war.
that we listened to the sales talk as well business and the opponent of big busi- few months, you can bet your shirt that
Now that Franco has virtually triumph- as the entertainment part of the pro- ness, a champion of liberty and an enemy it won't be us, setting the world afire.
ed, it would be poor judgment to alienate gram?
of liberty. If the corporative idea in Adios!
Subscription: Per Year $1.50
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HAUS About It
BY
JIM HAUSMAN
June the eighth's the fated date
For then we boys will graduate.
That night you'll hear our hopeless sobs,
"We're out of school. We have
no jobs."
Next year this paper wm be
through
As far as interesting to you;
The wit I fear will be quite
.
dim
Without old Alvin, Jack and
Jim.
But keep smili·ngThere's stm "While Dialing".

There was a plenty of Catholic
action at the Press Convention
held at iMount Saint Josph College, Saturday, what with two
meals and all. All connected with
this affair are to be congratulated
on its success.
It's going to be hard for the seniors to win the honor of being
intramural champions, with the
freshmn, sophomores and juniors
praying for rain.
PuzzleI. When someone says, "Hi,
fri~nd," and does not try to bor:row wibhin the next half hour:
1. He ·is talking without thinking.
2. He is thinking of something
else.
3. He knows you won't lend
rum anything ·anyway.
4. He knows that a X:avier man
always offers a friend money.
(Check the answer that is
wrong)
II. A student is:
1. One who goes to school.
2. One who has·more than two
books.
3. One who is graduated from
college.
4. One who doesn't cheat in
examinations.
5. One who studies.
(Check the answer that is correct.)
III. When a girls says, "I'm
sorry, but I have a date for that
night, it always means:
1. That she xeally has a date.
2. That she goes steady.
3. That she doesn't want to go
out with you.
4. That you had better call another one immediately.
(Check the answer that is cor:rect).
IV. A freshman is:
1. One who ibelieves in Santa
Claus.
2. One who doesn't believe in
Santa Claus.
3. One ·who doesn't .believe in
any.thing.
4. A first year man.
V. ·W•hen a professor says,
"Youse guys .are .the dumbest I
ever taught.
1. He -teaches English.
2. He's kidding.
4. He's been :reading Damon
Runyan.
(Check the wrong answers)
VI. A man :is said to be intoxicated:
1. When he demands that someone hold the room still, until !he
reaches the door.
2. When he can't walk a
straight line.
3. When he can't walk.
4. When he offers the chaperone a drink.
5. When he can'.t move his
arms.
6. When he can't move his
legs.
7. When he can't move.
(Check anyone you want to.
Correct answers-Page 23).
Goodbye .fa .those

who've

this stuff
And never yelped and howled
"Enough".
To those who say it runs in
grooves
I hope your judgment soon improves.

All Buildings
Of University
Open S11nday

~~~~~~~~~~*><~~~

Special Exhibits Being
Prepared

In view of the fact that the
season is bringing in its wake a
few more fOTmal dances, it will
not be out of the way or beside
the point to speak, in connection
with formal dances, on a point
that is at least at the back of
every one's mind. Today every
formal means a corsage. It matters not how festive the occasion,
how singular the affair, the mere
fact that formal attire is donned
demands a bouquet. The fact
that these little "kindnesses"
soon wither, are useful only once,
and set the man who orders them
back a dollar or more, does not
seem to enter any one's mind but
his. And he is very much alive
to the devastating effect it has
on his usually thin purse. But
hate the system as he will, and
long for its overthrow as he
does, he is quite powerless, unless he be truly a "rugged individualist," or a genuine radical, to do anything about it. For
let him once refuse to come
across with the necessary posies
and the word soon gets around
that he is a first-rate heel; and
from that day forward he is almost socially ostracized.
'rhere is absolutely no reason
for the sending of expensive
corsages at. any and every formal
affair; their use was originally
confined to extremely formal
dances such as proms where they
enhanced the formality of the
occasion. However, there are
numerous formal dances on most
persons' social calendars which
do not nearly approximate the
formality and dignity of a prom.
Sending of corsages for such affairs is merely an expensive and
unnecessary luxury which benefits no one but the florists' trade.
Such a ·custom no doubt grew
up out of a desire .on the par.t of
certain individuals to do things
just a little better than the common herd. When more and more
persons fell in with this idea it
became obligatory for all who
did not wish to merit the odious
title of the cheap-skate to conform to the practice. That the
system has evil effects is granted. It makes serious inroads
upon the financial condition of
individuals who are not so welloff as some of thek more fortunate brethren. They are forced
to meet this increase somewhere
else and as a result formal
dances are neither so desired nor
so numerous as might be wished.
For proms, we have no quarrel
with those who wish to send corsages; proms are unusual and deserve unusual treatment. But for
almost all other dances it would
be well to organize and remove
this corsage racket.

Conclave Inspires
Catholic Action

(Continued From Page 2)
areth, Ky.; Newport Catholic
High School; Notre Dame Academy, Covington; Academy of
Notre Dame of Providence, Newport; Notre Dame High School,
Sixth Street; Our Lady of Cincinnati College; Our Lady of
Mercy Academy; Our Lady of the
Angels High School.
Presentation Academy, Louisville; Purcell High School; Regina High School; Roger Bacon
:read High School; Sacred Heart Col-

All buildings and departments
of Xavier University will be
open for inspection Sunday afternoon when annual campus inspection and visiting day takes
place on the Avondale campus.
Special exhibits are being prepared this week by the university departments. Of particular
interest will be the seismological
observatory, the biology laboratory, the physics laboratory and
the chemistry laboratories.
In the library reading room
will be displayed rare books and
manuscr-ipts and a collection of
autographs representing famous
names of literature and the
stage.
The inspection begins at 1
o'clock under the direction of
guides furnished by the Student
Council.
Albert A. Stephan,
Student Council president, will
be in charge.
From 3 to 5 a program of entertainment will be presented by
various campus organizations in
the lecture hall of the Biology
Building.
At 4 o'clock the members of
the Booklovers Association have
arranged to serve tea to all visitors in the Reception Lobby of
the Biology Building.
The general public as well as
high school seniors and their
parents have been invited to
take advantage of this opportunity to inspect the Xavier
equipment.
-------------lege, Louisville; Seton High
School; St. Gabriel High School,
Glendale; St. Mary High School,
Urbana; St. Mary of the Springs
College, Columbus; St. Mary
High School, Hyde Park; St. Joseph Academy, Mt. Washington;
St. Ursula Academy; University
of Dayton; St. Xavier High
School; Nazareth College, Louisville; Xavier University.

A

CAREER
in Search of Men
Statistics show a decrease
of 1Oo/o among practicing
dentists in recent years
while the number of professional men in other
fields has increased. This
can largely be attributed
to advanced standards in
dental schools. ,.
Marquette University an'nually receives the highest
rating-A-from the Dental
Educational Council of
America. The diploma is
recognized in oil states.
The close relationship of the
Dental and Medical Schools
at Marquette University Is
an advantage to students.

~~F~~~i:~~~I~
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I

For complete Information »ttl:
concerning ~pportunltles in · ~f:i.J
dentistry, write to the Secre- tf%t
tary, Marquette University Mtt
Dental Schoof, Milwaukee, f$if

~~g~rnl
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Attend A Xavier
Sulllmer Class
JUNE 20 -

JULY 30

Retrieve your SCHOLASTIC losses
Strengthen your CLASS standing
Prevent graduation UNCERTAINTIES
Gain knowledge of a USEFUL field
All Courses Open to Men and Women Who are High School
Graduates, College St'bdents, Teachers, arid to Others
Interested in Higher Education
The Downtown College offers a six-weeks course
in the following fields:
ACCOUNTING
HISTORY
LATIN
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
ENGLISH
MENTAL HYGIENE
FRENCH
SHORTHAND
GERMAN
TYPEWRITING
Registrations for Xavier's Summer Session are now being
received. Enrollment in the Secretarial-. and Accounting
courses limited. Classes will be held each morning from
8:30 to 12:30

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
A descriptive catalogue will be sent on request
Downtown College

520 Sycamore Street

-:-:-

PArkway 3848

The New Palm Beach Suits
Men are talking about "soft tailoring"
••. but Palm Beach deserves credit for
inventing comfortable, unlined, unpadded clothes. The new lounge models
are masterpieces of the British Drape
school •.. with broader shoulders, slimmer waists, a trimmer look, a smarter
air than ever before. You can choose
from plain or sport back models ••• in
whites, Airtones or deep shades of blue,
gray and brown. All easily cleaned or
washed, wrinkle-resisting-and the
answer to "what'Il I wear"-now, and
all next summer. See them today at
your favorite clothier.

And be sure to look over the new Palm
$5.50
Beach slacks at •
TAILDRBD

BV

DDDDALL

~~.!-!~YR

PRoM THi 011HUIA• cLaTH

IF IT BEARS THIS LABELIT'S GENUINE PALM BEACH

GOODALL COMPANY, CINCINNATI

SPORTS

X~CUES
Al Stephan
Since this is the last shot I'll
get at the boys before the sheepskins are pass.ed around-so we
hope-a bit of back tracking and
forecasting seems very much in
order. First, let's look back a
bit. Since our first days here at
Xavier, the M11sketee1·s have
gone many a knot along the road
to athletic renown. After tying
into a flock of tough tussles in
the football sessions every fallagainst clubs lik': ~~ntuc~Y,
Centenary, -west Virginia, Mississippi State, etc. - the Crowe
coached grid warriors will roar
into a dynamite laden schedule next semester. Forecasting
along these lines, we stand ready
to cast our nickels on a swell
season even though the opposition is gruff. The reasons-big
tackles led by Co-Captain Howe;
Sheetz and Schmerge at guards;
Nickol and Walsh at halves and
a flock of other outstanding pigskin punishers too numerous to
mention. Add a dash of Clem
Crowe Tony Comello's magic
and the good ole _Xavier spirit
and you've got something with
a SOCK!!!
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Revise Schedule For lntramurals
Summer Tennis
Rates Fixed
Summer rates were announced
this week for the University
tennis courts.
Joe Wilson, caretaker of the
courts - said Wednesday that
memberships were now being
taken for the summer period.
The season memberships will
be in effect from now until the
beginning of the school term in
September are as follows:
For men members, including
Saturday and Sunday-$5.00; excluding Saturday and Sunday$4.00.
For women members, including Saturday and Sunday-$4.00;
excluding Saturday and Sunday
-$3.00.
For children under 16-$2.50.
For students of the University
-$3.00.
Special rates will also be in
effect for non-members who
wish the use of the reconstructed courts. The charge to nonmembers will be 25c during the
week, and 35c on Saturdays and
Sundays.

M11sl\.eteer Golfers Register
Second Win Over l(entucl\.y

Rain Hampers PI a y,
Tourney Runs Be·
hincl Schedule

day.
The Intramural Week program
Herm Elsaesser was not hard
pressed to beat Dan Walton, as has been revised and unplayed
his score of 80 against the Ken- games in all divisions will be retuckian's 85 aided him in taking scheduled fot the first part of
Xavier golfers made a clean .three points.
next week. All games which
sweep of their home-and-home
Beckman Scores
have
been· completed, of course,
encounters with University of
Vince Beckman picked up two will go into the records. The
Kentucky by whipping the Wildcats, 13-5, Monday, at Western points while posting an 80 and new schedule is posted on the
gave one point to Don Gough
Hills.
main bulletin board.
who finished with an 85.
The Musketeers, playing on
The Musketeer team reaped a
As play in virtually every ditheir home course, topped their large reward in the best-ball vision of competition was hammargin of two weeks ago when matches when the Ralstin-P. pered by rain during the earlier
they decisioned the Kentucky Beckman duo made three points
part of the week, Al Stephan, in
sod-beaters, 10-8, at Lexington. and Elsaesser-V. Beckman pick- charge of the Intramural Week
Spotty Golf
ed up two and one-half. Hughes, program, announced that . the
Although winning by a decis- for the Wildcats, won Kentucky's student tourney most probably
ive count, Monday, the Xavier one-half point in the best-ball will run over -into next week. It
is definite that all schedules must
team played spotty golf and was combination.
be completed in every 'division
kept from running up a larger
Kentucky's Nemesis
before the final tabulation- is
score
by
erratic
shots.
Xavier is responsible for two
A sport which was de-emphaJack Ralstin, Xavier's No. 1, of Kentucky's three losses this made.
sized to a great extent when we
Teams Bunched
showed the most consistent game year. The Blue-Grassers have
first came here was basketballof
the
day
and
paced
both
teams
With
the four class teams
lost otherwise only to Univerthough you wouldn't believe it
with a sub-par 71. Ralstin blew sity of Michigan's champion nib- tightly bunched as the race for
now. When Clem took up the
several chances for a lower score lickers.
the Intramural championship
hoopsters he didn't mess at all,
by bad shots on two holes.
The Musketeers will play a re- pulls into the final days, the
and in addition to the few outThe Kentucky team failed to turn game with Miami, Wednes- stretch run for the top position
standing clubs which were bookhit the winning stride that it has day, at Western Hills, and will in -the flag chase has taken on the
ed he brought in other ace clubs
shown consistently throughout be out to avenge a one-sided most important aspect of the
-Purdue, Loyola and others.
the season. Bill Hughes gave licking handed them, last month, tournament.
Employing an aggressive defense
the best performance for the by the Oxford swingers.
No team has shown dominatwhich bewildered highly favorLexington quartet, shooting a· 77,
ing superiority over the others
ed quintets, Clem Crowe's cagers
but his card was nullified, as he
in the field. During the fii;st days
carved a· neat niche in the BuckToledo, Ohio. - University of shot against Ralstin who garnof play, and, barring a spurt by
eye State picture as well as in
one of the classes, it is expected
the middle West. This past sea- Toledo is reputed to have per- ered two and one-half points
that the track meet, scheduled
son, with upsets scored over haps the· best gridiron team in while giving up but one-half
as the climax to the competition,
Kentucky, Toledo, Ohio U., Ak- its history coming up next fall point.
on Saturday morning, will decide
ron and Loyola, interest rose to
Points
Dropped
under Coac:h "Doc" Spears.
the ultimate winner.
a fever pitch. With entrance inPaul Beckman, shooting in the Will Take Place Sunday
'Spears, who will be entering
to the Buckeye and ·games with
Sophomores Ahead
No. 2 slot for the Musketeers,
those ball clubs next winter, the his twenty-third year in the
The
Sophomore class jumped
At
St.
Xavier
High
had
a
complete
off-day
and
dropMusketeers should rock the cir- coaching profession, has just
into an early lead when they
ped three pointers to Bob Sweenconcluded
sending
his
Rockets
cuit without delay. The reasons
captured both indoor games in
ey. Beckman finished with an
-Captain "Cruiser" Carroll, as through a successful s p r in g
Members of Kappa Sigma Mu, the Dorm and Day student sec81, Sweeney carding a 79 for the
training
grind
which
has
caused
slick a forward as ever dropped
Xavier's Evening School fratern- tions Monday. The Soph Dorm
a bµ.nny; "Rushin' Roy" Neary, followers of the Toledo eleven
ity, will attend a reunion Sun- team downed the Frosh Dorm
who flows and throws in polish- to predict great things for the
day at St. Xavier High School. squad, 9-7, to win a tight battle,
ed style.
"Prancin' Patl'icia" 1938 season.
The affair will begin at 9 a. m., while the second-year Day inDonovan, fighter all the way;
One Toledo. observer stat~d,
with Mass at which Kasimu will door nine pounded out- a 13-5
receive Holy Communion.
"Aggravatin' Alvin" Howe, who "We've a hunch that next fall's
win over the Freshman Day conchills high scorers and "Unas- squad will be the greatest ever
Celebrant of the Mass is to be tingent.
suming Al" Geselbracht, . who to wear University of Toledo
the Rev. Joseph Otte, newly- ,The strong Junior golf squad, in
plays the game well from all uniforms, as well as one of Doc
ordai'ned member of the Precious the only other competition of
h' 22
With the arrival last week of a
·
angles. If everybody keeps a S pears ' b es t ou tfit s m
is
. ,,
10 lb. 3 oz. recruit in the family, Blood Order, who said his First the day, travelled over to Avon
cool head, except the fans, look- years of coac h mg.
Mass several weeks ago in St. Fields, Monday afternoon, and
Captain George E. Wrockloff has
out next Semester.
Veterans On Field
been beaming as he goes about Boniface Church, Northside.. came back with a victory over
-- - the keyno t e
Toledo will have a fast, vet- hi's duties as assistant professor Father Otte attended the Eve- the Senior turf-busters by a
This spring
found
eran
team to place upon the of mili'tary science and tactics at ning Division for two years and score of 11-7.
.
t
k
of athletic progress being s rue
field, next season, and is expect- Xavier.
was active in school and Kasimu
by the return to golf and base- ed to be equal t
ti'ff h d 1
activities. Breakfast will be servball. For three years there was
o a s
sc e u e
The recruit, whose name is ed in the high school cafeteria. Officers And Senior
a constant yearning for a re- which has been arranged by the to be George E. Wrockloff III,
Cadets Guests At Ball
vival and this finally material- Toledo Athletic Board.
arrived last Thursday morning.
Newer members of Kappa
ized. Under the sponsorship of
The Rockets play Xavier at Since then, both mother and son Sigma Mu will be introduced to
the one and only Tony Comello, Corcoran Fields, Thanksgiving have been in excellent condi- Miss Ann B. Mentink, foundress
·Members of the Military Dethe hickory and horsehide pro- Day, to end their season. They tion, · a cc 0 rd in g to Captain of the organization which has pa11tment and ·senior cadet offigram was once more dusted off were defeated by the Muske- Wrockloff.
, .
developed into one of Xavier's cers of Xavier's ROTC Battalion
and the results have been most teers, last year, by an 8"6 count,
·
staunchest supporters.
Others were the guests of the Cincinpleasing _ the only collegiate this being one of the two losses
M1;1ses On Future
who will attend are the Rev. Al- nati Reserve Officers Association
contest found the Comellomen suffered by the Spearsmen durTo the inevitable question, "Is phonse L. Fisher, S. J.; the Rev. at their Spring Ball Friday evedropping Miami's "Redskins" for ing the 1937 schedule.
he going to be a soldier?" the John C. Malloy, S. J., director of ning at the Hotel Alms.
the count. After witnessing the
captain replied, "Indications point the Evening Division, and the
Also in attendance were cadet
two home matches played by the
in that direction. He already Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J., Xa- officers of the University of Cinmasters of the mashie and the Former Teacher Will
shows a liking for my uniforms. vier University president. Matt cinnati unit.
chip shot, the same pleasant satB 0 d • d
23 Of course, just now they are a E. Deters, newly-elected presi- Major Arthur M. Harper, proisfaction was very much in evie r a1ne ' une
bit large for him, but a few years dent of the fraternity is in fessor of military science and
dence. Paced by the most amazmight take care of that."
charge of arrangements.
tactics, Maj. and Mrs. Frank
ing-and as we take our leave,
Edward T. Wiatrak, S. J., who
The young Mr. W rock lo ff
Mr. Deters has appointed Mrs. Camm and Captain George E.
remember this name-Jack Ral- formerly taught at the Univer- comes of a military lineage. His Al B. Boex chairman. She is Wrockloff, assistant professors,
stin, the divot diggers are des- sity as a scholastic, will be or- mother was the daughter of Cap- being aided by Charles Tiemeier, attended. Xavier cadet officers
tined for great things if they dained to the sacred priesthood tain Joseph H. Comstock. Cap- Agnes Geiger, Joseph Niener, who were present were Cadet
garner a little more polish and at West Baden, Indiana, on June tain Wrockloff graduated from Mrs. George A. Rechtin, Mar- Maj. Robert F. Meyer, Cadet
experience under fire.
23.
the United States Military Acad- garet Knueven, Elsie Kuh 1, Capt. Edward J. Geers, Cadet
---He will celebrate his first low emy at West Point in 1924 and Catherine Piening, Jo$eph Hoet- Lt. Clarence F. Holley, Cadet Lt:
And so for last-and I do Mass in the same city the fol- has served at Ft. Sam Houston, ker, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Eckes, Herman G. Ruff, Cadet Lt. Franmean last time, I beg to be X- lowing day, June 24. He will Tex., Ft. Sill, Okla, Schofield Leyla Schultz, Betty Wimberg, cis X. Dalton, Cadet Capt. VinCused and thanks for your in- most· probably intone his first Barracks, T. H. He is complet- Jerome Luebbers, Mr. and Mrs. cent H. Beckman, Cadet Lt. Ed~
terest this past year, it was solemn high Mass the following ing his second year at Xavier Anthony J. Seiwert and Al M. ward A. Benson,· Cadet Lt.
plenty nifty, X-Cues, please.
Sunday.
University.
Boex.
Thomas J. Harper.

Trhn Wildcats
By 13-5 Score

Toledo Grid Team
Reputed Strong

Fraternity To
.llold Reunion

Captain Wrockloff
Beaming Over New
Arrival In Family
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Dean Of Night Division Bids
Farewell To '37~38 Students
My dear Friends:
This week we come to the end
of our scholastic year. It is fitting, I believe, that we pause at
this time to survey the accomplishment of our division of Xavier University.
To me the year 1937-38 has
been a gratifying one. Not only
has the enrollment of our Evening Division exceeded all past
records, but I feel that the work
we have done has been of a
higher quality than ever before.
You have been earnest students.
You have my congratulations
upon your attendance record. I
know that it is not always easy
for you to attend class promptly
and regularly, and that it is
even more difficult to prepare
your assignments promptly. The
majority of you, however, have
been both prompt in coming to
· class and conscientious in doing
the work that your instructors
asked of you. The result, you
may be assured, will be a source
of lifelong profit and satisfaction
:to you.
Another Opportunity
To those who, for reasons
either beyond their control or
for which they are responsible,
have failed or have been compelled to withdraw I say that
they will have an opportunity to
reestablish themselves next year.
A salute to our graduates! Five
of them will receive their bachelors' degrees at the university
commencement. Six of them
will be awarded the Accounting
Certificate, four, the Certificate
of Business Administration, and
, one the Accounting Diploma.
Theirs is the satisfaction of having set for themselves a goal
several years ago and of attaining it. Need I say more?
The names of the following
men and women deserve mention. The Evening Division presents Miss Ann Finn for the degree Bachelor of Science in Education; Miss Margaret Linnihan,
and Mrs. Julia Mathews for the
degree Bachelor of Philosophy;
Mr. Lawrence Dapper for the
Bachelor of Arts degree, and
Mr. John Hock for the Bachelor
of Science degree.
Accounting A wards
Mr. Daniel Flynn will receive
the Accounting Diploma. Accounting Certificates will be
awarded to Mr. George Buesch. er, Mr. Lawrence Gatto, Mr. Jerome Heinen, Miss Pauline Hopkins, Mr. John E. Reardon and
Miss ·Florence C. Wimmer. The
Certificate in Business Administration will be awarded to Mr.
Robert Junk, Mr. Joseph Klopp,
Mr. Louis Mackzum and to Mr.
Cyril Wedding.
This year has also marked the
resumption of the Evening Division's contributions to the Xavier University News. This step,
I feel, has been mutually beneficial, and in the future will be
even more helpful to the University. The Evening Division
will again be included in the
Musketeer in pictures and in a
running account of the year's
activities.
Gratitude Expressed
My thanks to all our students
who have promoted these and
our other activities. I am proud
-0f you.·
I do indeed trust that all of
our Evening Division students
are looking forward to next
year and to its possibilities. At
the present time work on our
<:atalogue is progressing nicely.
Our regular courses again.- will
be offered -Accounting, Adver-

tising, Biology, Business Law,
Chemistry, Economics, English,
French, German, Contemporary
History, American History, Insurance Coverage, Journalism,
Mathematics, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Religion,
Salesmanship, Secretarial Practice, Speech and Taxation.
During the s um mer enjoy
yourselves. To the determined
young man and woman, summer
time is play time, during which
he or she accumulates the energy and courage-yes, courageto begin a new year in late September.

New Students Desil'ed
If it is possible for you to
brings a student with you next
fall, please do so. Remember that
in doing so you are serving not
only Xavier's Evening Division
but also the person whom you
bring and yourself. You profit
from the additional prestige that
enrollment brings to our Evening Division and from the
broadened curriculum which we
are able to arrange when our
student body is large.
;Next year we shall again provide a social program similar to
the one we have sponsored this
year-five free dances, a stag, a
girls' party, and one grand affair
in a local hotel. Kappa Sigma
Mu is cooperating splendidly
wibh us and is anxious to enroll
as many students as are eligible
for its ranks.
Promises Aid
If, during the summer, Xavier
can be of service to you, please
call upon us, confident that we
shall do all in our power to assist you in whatever quest you
may be making. Xavier's interest in you does not end with the
school year or even with your
withdrawal from the University.
Until September, then, adieu
-and may God bless every one
of you.
,
Your grateful dean,
John C. Malloy, S. J.

ing and the brewing industries.
Cincinnati, long famous as a
home of both industries, they
aver, will not suffer from their
entrance into that mellowing
field.

Smaller groups or individuals and teaching.
have mapped out many different
To the seniors who are leavtypes of activity for their life ing Xavier's halls in search of
work. Among them are listed new fields of endeavor, the News
theater management, chemistry, wishes the best of luck in their
manufacturing, life insurance, 1chosen profession.

To Clear!

250 PAIRS MEN'S

POGUE OXFORDS
Reduced to

3.95

All sizes are included, hut not in every style-so you'd
better get in on this early! Black and tan calf, brown
buckskins • • • brogues, semi-brogues,· plain toes
and the savings are sensational!

...

Men's S/ioes -

Street Floor

POGUE'S MEN'S SHOP

P1•ospect For
Employment
Discouraging
·

(Continued from Page 3)
fort to exchange their skilled
efforts for shekels or for the
good of humanity.
A little over 7% aim at crashing the advertising sphere. A
large part of selling, is clever advertising, they tell us, as they
hopefully await Commencement
Day.
/
A like number see their future contained in the field of accounting. Yes, we. suppose that
there must be people who like
to wrestle with figures and juggle them around, like playthings.
Anyway, they shouldn't have
trouble with their own income
tax returns.
&bout 3% anticipate a livelihood 'in journalism. In every
group, there are always those
who want to be "in the know".
They will join the many Xavierites who have attained prominence in this field.
A trifle less than 3 % will carry
the Musketeer spirit into each of
three other fields. The diplomatic service beckons one of
these groups. The ether waves
prove very attractive to a second
group. The third group of this
trio will attempt to keep ,the
class reunions in good spirits for
they intend to enter the distill-

SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert. If
you don't find lt the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin
with the rest of the tobacco In It to us at any
time within a month from this date, and we will
refund lull purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J, Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Wlnston·Salem, ·North Carolina

pipeful1 of hagrant tobacco in
every 2-oz, tin of Prince Albert
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Bellarmine Parish.
of his victory will be given the
Stephan Winner Verkamp
Definite Plans Field Mass Sung By St.DueRobert
to unexpected developmedal at the com. Rev. Bernard Sellmeyer ments, Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. Of Verkamp Medal mencementgoldexercises
in June.
For
ncominO'
I
J., President of the University
This debate concluded the '38
·
~ Under Sodality direction the was not celebrant at the Mass.
season of the Philopedian So(Continued from Page 1)
Frosh Outlined annual
Field Mass was celebrat- His place was taken by Rev.
ciety. This year's varsity debatSociety and was established by
ed in the football stadium this

p,_..ogram Includes Month
Of Activity For
Freshmen

Bernard L. Sellmeyer, S. J., stumorning at 8:30. This demon- dent counsellor. The ROTC corps Joseph B. Verkamp, alumnus of
stration was held for the Uni- of cadets served as guard of 1877 and benefactor of Xavier,
in 1902. Stephan in recognition
versity students and members of honor.

ing program included encounters
with Marquette, Purdue, Dayton,
John Carroll, Loyola of Chicago,
Beloit Denison, and Case.

.I

A definite program for next
year's freshman month was devised by the Student Council in
their meeting Monday.
H. Frederic Nebel, senior arts
student and ex-football captain,
read the report of the freshman
month committee, of which he is
head.
The schedule for freshman
month will last from the middle
of October until Thanksgiving.
It is to include the following
functions:
Freshmen will be required,
during the appointed time, to
know all scores of athletic games
the University teams have played that school year; they will be
required to wear arm-bands furnished by the Student Council;
they must be able to sing the
school song; they will be obliged
to help at a.11 dances and athletic
contests during that period, their
services being gratis; they will
be always subject to enforcement of these laws by the sophomores. The regulations will be
in effect only up to 5:00 p. m.,
each school day.
The sophomore-freshman mixer has been retained, and there
is probability of having a pushball contest between the first
and second year students in the
stadium.
All disputes are subject to an
advisory board, composed of the
respective presidents of the senior and junior classes, and the
president of the Student Council.

I
/

I

I

f}~·

Speakers Will Be
Namecl Later For
Graduation Rites
(Continued from Page 1)
Vincent E. Smith; The Alumni
Association Washington Oratorical Medal to G. Daniel Bruch;
the Joseph B. Verkamp Debate
Medal to Albert A. Stephan.
The winners of the foll.owing
medals will be announced at the
Exercises: the Archbishop John
T. McNicholas Philosophy medal
for the senior who has excelled
in the study of Philosophy; the
Martin Dumler Philosophy medal for the junior who has excelled in the study of Philosophy; the David Snyder medal to
the senior who has excelled in
the study of Religion; the Mrs.
Frederick Wallis Hinkle Medal
to the student who has excelled
in the study of French; the Spanish Medal; the Cincinnati Germanistic Society German prize,
and the Charles F. Williams Military Scholarship.
The seniors who will be admitted to the honorary society
Pro Alma Matre will also be announced graduation night and
awarded keys.
The ROTC Military Band will
play several selections.
Prizes will also be awarded
for students at the Evening Division. Among these are: the J.
D. Cloud Accounting Prize, the
Ruthman Salesmanship Prize;
The William T. Burns Philosophy Prize; the English Prize in
memory of Peter J. O'Donnell,
the Robert A. Ruthman Advertising prize, the Kappa Sigma
Mu A<:counting Scholarship, The
Kapp Sigma Mu Economic Scholarship. and the Kappa Sigma
Mu Membership Scholarship.
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for MORE SMOKING
PLEASURE
Smok~rs the world over
know that They Satisfy is the signal
for mo~e smoking pleasure.
Chesterfields are made
of mild rjpe tobaccos - home· grown
and aromatic Turkish-and pure cigarette paper .•. the best ingredients a
cigarette can have.
With Chesterfields you are always
sure of refreshing mildness, more
pleasing aroma and better taste.
I
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